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Introduction

• Cost management information is critical in cost planning 
and decision making (planning for a new product or plant 
expansion and making other decisions).

• However, a basic requirement for cost effective planning 
is to use accurate cost estimates in the planning process.

• Cost estimation is the development of a well-defined 
relationship between a cost object and its cost drivers for 
the purpose of predicting the cost.
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Using Cost Estimation to Predict Future 
Costs
1. To facilitate strategy development and implementation.

2. To facilitate value-chain analysis.

3. To facilitate target costing and pricing.

4. To facilitate effective performance measurement, 
evaluation, and compensation.
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Six Steps of Cost Estimation

• Step 1: Define the Cost Object to Be Estimated
• For example, if the goal is to estimate product costs to improve 

product pricing, the relevant cost objects are the products 
manufactured in the plant.

• In contrast, if the goal is to reward managers for reducing cost, the 
most appropriate cost objects are the individual manufacturing 
departments in the plant since costs are most directly controllable 
by department managers.
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Six Steps of Cost Estimation

• Step 2: Determine the Cost Drivers
• Cost drivers are the causal factors used in the estimation of the 

cost. Some examples of estimated costs and their related cost 
drivers follow:
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Six Steps of Cost Estimation

• Step 3: Collect Consistent and Accurate Data
• The data must be consistent and accurate. 

• Consistent means that each period of data is calculated using the 
same accounting basis and all transactions are properly recorded 
in the period in which they occurred.

• For example, using biweekly data for some variables and monthly 
data for other variables causes errors in estimates.

• The period used in cost estimating can vary from daily to weekly or 
annually.

• If the period is too short, the chance of mismatch between variables 
increases because of recording lags.

• Moreover, a longer period reduces the number of data points 
available to improve the accuracy of the estimate.
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Six Steps of Cost Estimation

• Step 4: Graph the Data
• The objective of graphing data is to identify unusual patterns. 

• Any shift or nonlinearity in the data must be given special attention 
in developing the estimate.

• Step 5: Select and Employ the Estimation Method
• The two estimation methods presented in the next section of the 

chapter differ in their ability to provide superior accuracy in cost 
estimation relative to the cost of the expertise and resources 
required. 

• Chooses the method with the best precision/cost trade-off for the 
estimation objectives.
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Six Steps of Cost Estimation

• Step 6: Assess the Accuracy of the Cost Estimate
• A critical final step in cost estimation is to consider the potential for 

error when the estimate is prepared.

• A common approach for assessing the accuracy of an estimation 
method is to compare the estimates to the actual results over time.

• For example, when a firm predicts overhead costs each year, over 
a 10-year period there are 10 estimation errors to evaluate. These 
errors can be evaluated using the mean absolute percentage 
error (MAPE).
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Cost Estimation Methods

• The two estimation methods are the high-low method and 
regression analysis. 

• The high-low method is the least accurate but easiest to 
apply and regression analysis is the most accurate and 
most costly, requiring more time, data collection, and 
expertise.
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Garcia graphs the data
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High-Low Method

• The high-low method uses algebra to determine a 
unique estimation line between representative high and 
low points in the data.

• The high-low method accomplishes two important 
objectives for Garcia.

• First, it is based on a unique cost line rather than a rough 
estimate based on a view of the graph.

• Second, it permits him to add information that might be 
useful in predicting maintenance costs.
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High-Low 
Method
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High-Low Method
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High-Low Method
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Regression Analysis

• Regression analysis is a statistical method for obtaining 
the unique cost-estimating equation that best fits a set of 
data points. 

• Regression analysis fits the data by minimizing the sum of 
the squares of the estimation errors. 

• Because regression analysis systematically minimizes the 
estimation errors in this way, it is called least squares 
regression.
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Regression Analysis

• A regression analysis has two types of variables.
• The dependent variable is the cost to be estimated. 

• The independent variable is the cost driver used to estimate the 
value of the dependent variable.
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Regression Analysis
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Regression Analysis
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Example
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Regression Analysis
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Outliers

• The regression analysis can be influenced strongly by 
unusual data points called outliers.

• The estimation line is not representative of most of the 
data.

• To prevent this type of distortion, management 
accountants often prepare a graph of the data prior to 
using regression and determine whether any outliers are 
present.

• Each outlier is reviewed to determine whether it is due to 
a data-recording error, normal operating condition, or 
unique and nonrecurring event.
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Outliers
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Simple Linear Regression
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Simple Linear Regression
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General Regression Analysis: Salt Conc. (y) versus Roadway area (x) 

Salt Conc. (y)  =  2.67655 + 17.5467 Roadway area (x)

Term                         Coef        SE Coef           T            P
Constant                  2.6765     0.868004      3.0836      0.006
Roadway area (x)    17.5467     0.934630     18.7739     0.000

S = 1.79066      R-Sq = 95.14%        R-Sq(adj) = 94.87%
PRESS = 70.9737  R-Sq(pred) = 94.03%
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Evaluating a Regression Analysis

• In addition to a cost estimate, regression analysis also 
provides quantitative measures of its precision and 
reliability.
• Precision refers to the accuracy of the estimates from the 

regression.

• Reliability indicates whether the regression reflects actual 
relationships among the variables; that is, is the regression model 
likely to continue to predict accurately?
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Evaluating a Regression Analysis
• These measures can aid management accountants in 

assessing the usefulness of the regression.
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STATISTICAL MEASURES

• Example
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STATISTICAL MEASURES
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Analysis of Variance Table 
for Regression Analysis
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Goodness of Fit ( R - squared)
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Using Regression to Estimate Maintenance Costs 
(Following the Six Steps)

• Garcia defined the cost object and the relevant cost driver 
as maintenance cost and operating hours, respectively.

• The following findings ( Y represents maintenance cost 
and X represents operating hours):
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